Most of the syntax-based metrics obtain the similarity by comparing the sub-structures extracted from the trees of hypothesis and reference. These sub-structures cannot represent all the information in the trees because their lengths are limited. To sufficiently use the reference syntax information, a new automatic evaluation metric is proposed based on the dependency parsing model. First, a dependency parsing model is trained using the reference dependency tree for each sentence. Then, the hypothesis is parsed by this dependency parsing model and the corresponding hypothesis dependency tree is generated. The quality of hypothesis can be judged by the quality of the hypothesis dependency tree. Unigram F-score is included in the new metric so that lexicon similarity is obtained. According to experimental results, the proposed metric can perform better than METEOR and BLEU on system level and get comparable results with METEOR on sentence level. To further improve the performance, we also propose a combined metric which gets the best performance on the sentence level and on the system level. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. 
INTRODUCTION
Automatic machine translation evaluation (AMTE) can not only assess the performance of machine translation (MT) systems [20, 22, 34, 35] but also improve the development speed of MT systems [23] . There are four types of AMTE metrics: lexicon-based metrics [28, 31] , syntax-based metrics [15, 24] , semantic-based metrics [16, 18] and metrics based on machine learning [10, 12] .
Most syntax-based evaluation metrics achieve the similarity between reference and hypothesis through the sub-structures comparison between the trees of reference and hypothesis, such as HWCM [15] and the LFG (Lexical-Functional Grammar)-dependency-tree-based metric [24] . HWCM uses the headword chains extracted from the dependency tree, while the LFG-dependencytree-based metric employs the LFG dependency tree. Several syntax-based metrics calculate the similarity between the sub-structure of the reference tree and the string of hypothesis, such as BLEU ATRE [21] and RED [37] . The shortcoming of these metrics is that the sub-structures in these metrics cannot represent all the information contained in trees because of the limited length of the sub-structures.
Here is an example to explain the above problem. A hypothesis and a reference are given in Table 1 . Figure 1 represents the reference dependency tree. We take HWCM and RED as two example metrics to explain the loss of reference information. In HWCM, only the headword chains are used and the length of the headword chain is set to 4 for the best performance. In this case, the horizontal structures like Figure 2 (a) and the headword chains longer than 4 are lost (although there are no headword chains longer than 4 in this reference dependency tree). In RED, headword chains and fixed-floating structures are used, and their lengths are set to 3 for the best performance. In this case, the structures longer than 3 cannot be obtained, such as the fixed structure with length of 4 in Figure 2 To sufficiently exploit reference information, we propose a new metric from the view of dependency tree generation. A dependency parsing model is trained with reference dependency tree. By this model, the hypothesis is parsed and the dependency tree of the hypothesis is obtained. The syntactic similarity between hypothesis and reference is judged through the corresponding score of the hypothesis' dependency tree. The unigram F-score is included in the new metric so that lexicon similarity is obtained. According to experimental results, the proposed evaluation metric achieves state-of-the-art performance on system level evaluation, and achieves comparable correlation with METEOR on the sentence-level evaluation.
The rest of the article is summarized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 gives the MT evaluation metric based on the dependency paring model. Section 4 presents the combined metric which includes the proposed metric and some other metrics. Section 5 shows the experimental results. Section 6 discusses conclusions and future work.
RELATED WORK
There are four types of AMTE metrics{lexicon-based metrics [3, 4, 13, 28, 31] , syntax-based metrics [2, 15, 21, 24, 36, 37, 40] , semantic-based metrics [9, 16, 18, 19, 27] , and metrics based on machine learning [10] [11] [12] .
The lexicon-based metrics calculate the similarity between reference and hypothesis by comparing lexicons of two sentences. Representative methods are BLEU [28] , NIST, METEOR [13] , AMBER [4] and so on. The main idea of these methods is calculating the accuracy of co-occurrence n-grams, as in Formula (1): Cnt clip (n-gram) is the amount of n-grams appearing in hypothesis, but this count can't excess occurrence times in any reference. BLEU combines the accuracies of all n-grams by geometric mean. NIST uses arithmetic mean instead of geometric mean and uses different weights for different n-grams. Both BLEU and NIST are based on accuracy, while ROUGE uses recall instead of accuracy. METEOR is proposed based on BLEU. It introduces synonym, stem, and other information to replace the precise matching in BLEU, and strengthens the role of recall in automatic evaluation. METEOR is a location-related method, and considers both accuracy and recall. Since METEOR only uses unigram information, it adds a penalty part to measure fluency. The penalty part judges the quality of hypothesis according to the number of chunks, and does not take into account the internal situation of each chunk. If two sentences have the same amount of chunks and the words distribution within each chunk is different, METEOR cannot distinguish them. AMBER adds a lot of other information on the basis of BLEU, including F-score, a variety of punishment methods, and processing of input text. In order to take into account the different effects of various factors, a number of parameters are introduced. In order to make the evaluation method achieve better performance, it is necessary to train the metric with corpus to adjust the parameters. There is another kind of evaluation metric from the perspective of error rate, which is mainly based on edit distance, such as WER, PER, TER. There are still some defects in lexicon-based methods. They only use the lexical information, and do not take into account the correctness of the syntactic structure. Capture semantic information to a certain extent Metrics based on machine learning Give consideration to different types of knowledge; Achieve best performance
The syntax-based metrics evaluate the quality of hypothesis by comparing the syntactic structure information of the hypothesis and reference. Popović uses part of speech information instead of lexical information to calculate the score of co-occurrence POS sequence [29] . In 2005, Liu and Gildea proposes STM based on constituent tree and HWCM based on dependency tree [15] . STM/HWCM calculates the similarity by comparing the number of identical subtrees in the constituent tree or dependency tree of hypothesis and reference. Some researchers use other syntactic information. Owczarzak et al. [24] [25] [26] uses the LFG dependency tree information. Duma et al. [8] used WCGD (Weighted Constraints Dependency Grammar). BLEU ATRE [21] and RED [37] only use the reference tree to avoid a parsing hypothesis which contains potential translation errors. These syntax-based methods use different forms of syntactic structure information. The syntaxbased metrics tend to perform better than lexicon-based metrics in the following two cases. First, the hypothesis and the reference have high similarity on surface words but the quality of hypothesis is poor. Second, the hypothesis quality is high but the hypothesis and the reference have low similarity on surface words.
Semantic-based metrics, such as MEANT [17, 19] , need the semantic role labeling (SRL) of the hypothesis, and the accuracy of SRL can drop due to the potential noise in the hypothesis. Padó proposes a method of semantic entailment to evaluate the similarity between the reference and the hypothesis [27] . Echizen-ya and Araki [9] propose an automatic evaluation method using block information of noun phrases. The number of references is usually limited, e.g., only one reference for each sentence in WMT corpus, so researchers propose the forest expansion method HyTER [7] . However, the forests are built manually, which takes a lot of time and manpower. Therefore, this method can't be widely used.
There are also metrics combining different kinds of information, such as lexicon, syntax, and semantics [10] [11] [12] . Machine learning methods are usually used in the combination process. In order to balance the effects of different features, multiple parameters are introduced. The machine learning methods can effectively train these parameters, so that the combination metrics can achieve good performance. However, this kind of metrics isn't fit for situations with no training corpus which is needed in training process. Table 2 shows the knowledge types and models of different metrics. Table 3 and Table 4 give the advantages and disadvantages of different metrics, and it can be seen that each kind of evaluation metrics has its own advantages and disadvantages. 
MT EVALUATION METRIC BASED ON DEPENDENCY PARSING MODEL
Our new metric evaluates the syntactic similarity and lexical similarity through the dependency tree score obtained from Dependency Parsing and F-score of unigram, respectively. Therefore, the new metric is called DPF, which is presented in detail in this section.
Maximum-Entropy-Based Dependency Parsing Model
Shift-reduce algorithm is used in the dependency parsing model. In the shift-reduce algorithm, the input sentence is scanned from left to right. In each step, one of the following two actions is selected, shift the current word into the stack or reduce the two (or more than two) items on the top of the stack to one item.
Generally, the reduce action includes two sub-actions Reduce L and Reduce R . Reduce L means that the left item is considered as the head after reducing, and Reduce R means that the right item is considered as the head after reducing. Formally, the transition state in the shift-reduce parser can be represented as a tuple < ST K, QU E, ARC >. STK is a stack. QUE is a sequence of unprocessed words. ARC is the already-built set of dependency arcs, which is part of the dependency tree in the current state. In each step, one of the following three actions is selected.
• Shift: Shift the head word in the queue QUE into the Stack STK.
• Reduce L : Merge the top two items (S t and S t −1 ) in STK into S t , t ≥ 2. S t is considered as the head, and the left arc (S t , S t −1 ) is added to the set ARC.
• Reduce R : Merge the top two items (S t and S t −1 ) in STK into S t −1 , t ≥ 2. S t −1 is considered as the head, and the right arc (S t −1 , S t ) is added to the set ARC.
In the traditional shift-reduce decoder algorithm, the next action can be predicted by Formula (2), when the state of the dependency parser is s. In Formula (2), action = {Shift, Reduce L , Reduce R }. score act (T , s) is the score of action T when the current state is s:
We use the method of classification to decide which action should be chosen in the transition sequence. We combine the action and the corresponding context as a training example, describing which action should be chosen in a certain context. The context can be represented as a series of features. The feature templates which are employed in this article are given in Table 5 . S t and S t −1 are top word and next to top word, respectively, in the stack. w i and w i+1 are the current word and next word, respectively, in the queue. V () denotes the Part-of-Speech (POS) tag of a given word. l () represents the leftmost child. r () represents the rightmost child. Symbol • represents conjunction of features. Training example is achieved by combining the feature template and three actions, Shift, Reduce L , and Reduce R . The format of the training example is shown in Table 6 . We use the maximum entropy as the classification method to train the examples and get model M E . When calculating the score of a transition action, we use Formula (3):
f i (T , s) is the ith feature when the current state is s and the transition action is T . λ i is the weight of the ith feature. In the shift-reduce algorithm, there are three kinds of actions in each transition action. The probability that the scores of all the three actions are zero is very low, because the feature templates include POS of the current word and POS of the two words before the current word. If model ME chooses two kinds of actions, the score of the third action is zero.
To avoid the zero score, we use the normalization method in Formula (4). P act (T , s) is normalized probability of chosen action T when current state is s. z is the constant for normalization. set (s) in Formula (5) is the set of all possible actions when the current state is s.
Beam search algorithm [39] is used in shift-reduce decoder algorithm. For a sentence x, we can get many dependency trees and use дen(x ) to represent the set of the dependency trees. Then the best one can be obtained by Formula (6) . actset (y) represents the set of all the actions when generating dependency tree y:
model M E is trained with the data which contain the information in the dependency parsing process and is used to parse a sentence. So we name the trained model model M E as dependency parsing model. The score of sentence x is defined in Formula (7), which is obtained with dependency parsing model.
Syntactic Similarity Based on Dependency Parsing Model
The computing of syntactic similarity in DPF includes three steps. We introduce each step in detail as follows:
• Obtain the reference dependency tree -We suppose the reference dependency tree is golden labeled. The reference tree can be labeled by a human. Once labeled, the reference tree can be used many times. So it is feasible to label the reference tree by a human.
• Train the dependency parsing model -Employ the dependency tree of reference as training data.
-Extract features from training data.
-Train the dependency parsing model model M E using the extracted features and maximum entropy principle.
• Parse the hypothesis and get the score of the corresponding hypothesis dependency tree Score hyp -Parse the hypothesis using model M E and the shift-reduce parser.
-When parsing the hypothesis we can get the score Score hyp of the hypothesis hyp as in Formula (7).
• Normalization of the hypothesis dependency tree score -A transition sequence is obtained in the process of generating the dependency tree according to the shift-reduce algorithm. Each word in the sentence should be pushed into the stack once, and each word is popped from the stack once for reduction except the root node. Therefore, there are n steps of shift actions and n − 1 steps of reduce actions, 2n − 1 actions in all, which means that the length of the transition sequence is 2n − 1. n is the number of words in the sentence. The hypothesis dependency tree score is sum of logarithms of transition actions' probabilities, as in Formula (7). Because the value is negative after the logarithm, it will cause penalty for long sentences. Some sentences can achieve high scores because of a shorter length and not because of higher quality. Therefore, we need to normalize the score of the hypothesis dependency tree, as in Formula (8) . hyp is a hypothesis. n is the length of hyp. Score (hyp) is defined in Formula (7). The normalized score of the hypothesis dependency tree is called DP which is a value between 0 and 1 We train a dependency parsing model for each sentence separately. That is to say, the reference dependency tree of sentence i is only used to train the dependency parsing model for the hypothesis of sentence i. We also tried other methods, such as using all the reference dependency trees to train the model for each hypothesis, or adding a background corpus together with the reference dependency tree to train the model for each hypothesis. For the above two methods, we give a higher weight to the dependency tree of sentence i when training the model for hypothesis i. However, for these two methods, the performance is worse than only using the reference dependency tree of sentence i when training the model for hypothesis i.
The dependency parsing model is trained by the maximum entropy model, which can ensure smoothness when satisfying all of the conditions. In the case of data sparse, all the features of all the actions in a state may be zero, according to Formula (4). For this state, the probabilities of all the actions are equal. That means, every action will be chosen with the same probability. So data sparse isn't a problem in our metric. Sometimes none of the words in hypothesis appears in reference, but the POS of some words may appear in the reference. The dependency parsing model can differentiate this case, because POS is used in the feature templates. Table 7 gives a reference, two hypotheses, and the corresponding POS sequences of the three sentences. We can see that, none of the words in hyp1 or hyp2 appears in the reference, but the POS of some words appear in the reference. According to the dependency parsing model based method defined in Formula (7), we can get Score (hyp1) = −4.46 and Score (hyp2) = −5.87. From these two scores, we can conclude that hyp1 is better than hyp2, which is the truth.
Lexical Similarity
The dependency-parsing-model-based method mainly evaluates the syntax structure similarity between the reference and the hypothesis. Besides the syntax structure, another important factor is the lexical similarity. Therefore, the unigram F-score is used to represent the lexical similarity in our metric.
F-score is calculated with Formula (9). α is used to balance the effects of precision and recall and is a decimal between 0 and 1. Pre means precision and Rec means recall.
Some evaluation metrics introduce extra resource for expanding reference information, such as TERp [32] and METEOR [1, 6, 14] . We also introduce some extra resources when calculating F-score, such as stem [30] , synonym, 1 and paraphrase. First, the alignment is obtained using Meteor Aligner [5] where stem, exact, paraphrase, and synonym are all considered. Then we can find the matched words using the alignment, and every matched word corresponds to a match module type (exact, stem, synonym, or paraphrase). Different match module types have different match weights, which can be represented as w exact , w stem , w synonym, and w paraphrase .
We can classify the words in a sentence into content ones and function ones. These two kinds of words have different effects. If they are reasonably given different matching scores, we can get better performance. Therefore, a parameter w f is introduced to distinguish the two kinds of words.
After introducing extra resources, we can calculate the precision Pre and the recall Rec with Formula (10) and Formula (11), respectively.
In Formula (10), n represents the amount of matched unigrams. i represents the ith word in matched unigrams, 0 < i ≤ n. m i represents weight of match module which the ith matched word belongs to. w f represents the weight of the function words. num f (h) represents the amount of function words in the hypothesis. num c (h) represents the amount of content words in hypothesis. f h (i) shows whether the ith matched unigram in hypothesis is a function word (see Formula (12)). c h (i) shows whether the ith matched unigram in hypothesis is a content word (see Formula (13)).
i, m i , and w f in Formula (11) are the same as those in Formula (10). num f (r ) is the amount of function words in the reference. num c (r ) is the amount of content words in the reference. f r (i) stands for whether the ith matched word in reference is a function word (see Formula (14)). c r (i) stands for whether the ith matched unigram in reference is a content word (see Formula (15)).
Final Score of DPF
After obtaining the syntactic similarity using dependency parsing model and lexical similarity, the final score of DPF is calculated as shown in Formula (16) . DPF can evaluate the similarities on both syntax and lexicon.
Formula (16) gives the sentence level score, while system level score is the mean of all the sentence scores.
DPF CO M B : COMBINING DPF WITH OTHER METRICS
Combined metrics can make use of many single metrics. According to the results of previous work, combined metrics such as UPC-STOUT [11] and DISCOTK-PARTY [12] usually achieved better results than single metrics. Therefore, a combined metric called DPF comb is proposed in this article. DPF comb includes DPF, ENTFp [38] , REDp [37] , and some other metrics in Asiya. 2 
Table 8. The Amount of Translation Systems for Language
Pairs on WMT2014 and WMT2015 data cs-en de-en fr-en ru-en fi-en WMT2014  5  13  8  13  -WMT2015  16  13  7  13  14 cs-en stands for Czech-to-English. de-en stands for German-toEnglish. fr-en stands for French-to-English. ru-en stands for Russian-to-English. fi-en stands for Finnish-to-English. Asiya (an MT evaluation toolkit) is used to get the scores of some metrics, which are used in DPF comb . The default metric set in Asiya is used in the experiment. We train the weights of all the metrics scores in DPF comb with SVM-rank. 3 
EXPERIMENT
The experiments are carried out both on system level and on sentence level to verify the effectiveness of DPF and DPF comb . The source code of the new metric is opened. 4 
Data
To verify the performance of the new metric, we did experiments on WMT2014 and WMT2015 on into-English direction. Since the performance of the new method depends on the accuracy of the dependency tree, we did experiments in English which had high performance of dependency analysis. The language pairs contained in into-English direction are cs-en, de-en, fr-en, ru-en, and fi-en. Cs-en represents Czech into English. De-en represents German into English. Fr-en represents French into English. Ru-en represents Russian into English. Fi-en represents Finnish into English. There are one reference and multiple machine hypotheses for each sentence. We give the amount of translation systems for each language pair in Table 8 .
All the parameters of DPF are also included in METEOR and METEOR has tuned these parameters for better performance. Therefore, METEOR's parameter values are used as empirical values in DPF and the parameters in DPF are not tuned again. The parameter values used in the experiment are given in Table 9 .
In experiments, we choose an automatic parsing tool (Stanford parser) to generate reference tree instead of golden-labeled tree for doing experiment conveniently.
Correlation of System Level
To evaluate correlation with human judges, Pearson correlation coefficient γ is used for system level. γ is calculated using Formula (17) . M is the vector of the evaluation metric's scores for all translation systems in the given language pair. H is the vector of human scores. M and H are means In each column, the bold score is the best value. avg represents the average score of all directions for each metric on WMT2014 or WMT2015. Metrics with * are the best performance metrics in each data set.
of M and H, respectively:
In the experiment, we give the correlations of DPF and DPF comb, respectively. For comparison, the baseline metrics are the widely used metrics, BLEU [28] , 5 TER, 6 and METEOR. 7 In addition, based on the results of WMT2014 and WMT2015, the correlations of the best metrics on average are also listed. For WMT2014, the best metric on average is DISCOTK-PARTY-TUNED [12] . For WMT2015, the top metric is UoW-LSTM [33] .
Correlations of system level are listed in Table 10 . As shown in Table 10 , DPF gets higher correlations than TER, BLEU, and METEOR on both WMT2014 and WMT2015. The combined metric DPF comb obtains better correlations on both WMT2014 and WMT2015 on average. That means the strategy of combination is effective. Compared with the best metric DISCOTK-PARTY-TUNED and UoW-LSTM in WMT2014 and WMT2015, DPF comb achieves higher correlations on average.
Correlation of Sentence Level
The experiments on sentence level are also carried out to further evaluate the proposed DPF and DPF comb . Kendall's τ correlation coefficient is employed on sentence level. τ is computed with In each column, the bold score is the best value. avg represents the average score of all directions for each metric on WMT2014 or WMT2015. Metrics with * are the best performance metrics in each data set.
Formula (18) . number _con_pairs and number _dis_pairs are the amount of concordant pairs and the amount of discordant pairs, respectively: τ = number_con_pairs − number_dis_pairs number_con_pairs + number_dis_pairs.
In experiments, we give results for DPF and DPF comb, respectively. For comparison, the baseline metrics are the widely used metrics, BLEU and METEOR. In addition, based on the results of WMT2014 and WMT2015, the correlations of the best metrics on average are also listed. The best metrics on average are DISCOTK-PARTY-TUNED and BEER_TREEPEL on WMT2014 and WMT2015, respectively.
Sentence level correlations are shown in Table 11 . It is indicated that DPF performs better than BLEU and is comparable with METOER on both WMT2014 and WMT2015. The combined metric DPF comb outperforms DPF significantly on all the directions on both WMT2014 and WMT2015. In addition, DPF comb achieves the best performance on both WMT2014 and WMT2015.
When obtaining the reference dependency tree, besides using Stanford Parser, we also tried the method of parsing the reference to a constituent tree with Berkeley parser 8 and then converting the constituent tree to dependency tree with Penn2Malt. 9 However, it is found that the results of the two methods are comparable.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A novel MT automatic evaluation metric DPF is proposed in this article. DPF makes use of the dependency parsing model. It evaluates syntactic similarity through the quality of hypothesis dependency tree and evaluates lexical similarity by unigram F-score. The method of calculating syntactic similarity is designed from the view of dependency tree generation, which uses syntactic information more sufficiently. The experiment results show the effectiveness of DPF both on the sentence level and on the system level. DPF obtains better performance than BLEU and METEOR on the system level on WMT2014 and WMT2015. The performance of DPF is comparable with METEOR on the two data sets on the sentence level. The combined metric DPF comb gets the best results on the two data sets both on the system level and on the sentence level.
We plan to continue this work in the following three directions in future. The dependency trees of reference are obtained automatically in this article. One direction is to label one part of dependency trees by a human to verify the influence of dependency tree quality on the performance of PDF. Second, a better parser will be used in constructing hypothesis dependency tree, such as neural network method. Third, we will apply DPF to tuning of machine translation in order to improve quality of translation.
